
 

 

 
 

Newsflash 
 

 

 

RTS introduces DBP (Digital Beltpack) – new member of the RTS 

Digital Partyline intercom product family 

 

• Hybrid functionality – Operate DBP in partyline mode with OMS (OMNEO Main Station) or in 

portable keypanel mode with an RTS matrix (ODIN/ADAM) – one device covers it all 

• Daisy chaining – Connect DBP to a PoE switch via OMS/ODIN/ADAM and up to six DBPs 

can be daisy chained together 

• User friendly – Lightweight and ergonomic design with full-color icon-based menu navigation 

for quick setup and intuitive operation 

 

Burnsville, MN, Mar 23, 2021 – RTS is pleased to announce the global introduction of DBP 

(Digital Beltpack) – the latest addition to the brand’s successful portfolio of OMNEO* IP intercom 

solutions. DBP also joins the recently launched OMS (OMNEO Main Station) as a key member 

of a major new product family: RTS Digital Partyline.  

 

DBP is a four-channel/four-button wired beltpack that runs on PoE+ (Power over Ethernet 

802.3af and 802.3at) and connects using OMNEO IP technology. Its unique hybrid design 

supports both digital partyline and matrix keypanel modes: for use as a digital partyline device, 

DBP connects to an OMS; for use as a portable keypanel, including functionality like point-to-

point communication, DBP can be connected to any RTS digital/IP matrix product using 

OMNEO – including OMI cards in ADAM/ADAM-M frames or OMNEO ports on ODIN frames. 

DBP automatically selects the correct mode of operation (digital partyline/OMS or 

keypanel/matrix) when connected and switched on. 

 

DBP’s PoE-driven design gives it an unmatched level of scalability and makes it easy to add 

new users. In and Out PoE ports (two etherCON locking RJ45 connectors) allow up to six DBP 

devices to be daisy-chained together from the same PoE switch port when used in partyline 

mode. Up to 40 DBPs can be connected to an OMS, allowing for the creation of an extensive 

digital partyline system – all in addition to the other wired and wireless devices OMS supports. 

Depending on the matrix model/configuration, up to 64 DBPs can be connected to an OMI card 

for ADAM matrices, and up to 128 DBPs can be connected to one ODIN.  

 

“DBP is one device that can cover it all, whether the application is simple or sophisticated,” says 

Angelo Piga, RTS Product Manager. “It’s ideal for new users or current partyline users looking 

to grow from analog systems into the superior sound quality and flexible connectivity of digital/IP 

communications, such as theaters, houses of worship, educational facilities, mobile applications 

and AV rental. Because it offers both digital partyline and matrix keypanel modes, DBP also 

offers excellent ROI for customers with existing RTS matrix intercom equipment. For example, 

users such as broadcast networks and industrial facilities can expand their comms inventory 
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cost-effectively with digital partyline – all while continuing to leverage the scalability of their 

matrix equipment.”  

 

Patent-pending design aesthetics make DBP comfortable and easy to use. Though lightweight 

and compact, the unit’s robust construction ensures it is ready for the toughest working 

environments. DBP’s over-molded ergonomic volume knobs and rubber enclosure detailing 

provide extra grip and drop resistance, and it is IP53 rated for protection against dust and water 

spray.  

 

While its control layout will be immediately familiar to partyline users, DBP offers a user 

experience that will exceed expectations. Its intuitive icon-based menu navigation system is 

presented via a full-color, sunlight-readable TFT display with anti-reflective lens, making 

configuration quick yet precise for users of all levels, in any light conditions. TALK and LISTEN 

capability for up to four simultaneously active partylines (i.e. access to a pool of up to 16 

partylines) is controlled via four large backlit channel buttons, which can also be assigned for 

dedicated resources such as relay control.  

 

DBP’s digital audio technology provides increased fidelity and a lower noise floor in comparison 

to analog. Both 3.5 mm TRRS and XLR connectors are provided for connecting headsets, with 

three different XLR options available: 4-pin female, 4-pin male and 5-pin female (supporting 

stereo audio for different feeds on the left and right headphones). Incoming CALL notifications 

are via audible alerts or haptic vibration.  

 

DBP also supports Bluetooth audio connectivity to a headset, mobile phone or streaming device 

(via the recommended third-party dongles), making it easy to bring other kinds of devices into 

the system, and allowing the beltpack to serve as a compact “base station” on a desk while the 

user moves freely around the workplace.  

 

### 

 

DBP product page 

www.rtsintercoms.com  

 

Press contact: Guy.Low@us.bosch.com 

 

*OMNEO onboard 

OMS integrates into the RTS OMNEO ecosystem, for seamless connectivity with other OMNEO-enabled devices. 

OMNEO is an architectural approach for connecting devices over IP to exchange information, including audio content 

and device control. It is built upon multiple technologies, including IP and open public standards, to support the 

technologies of today — such as Audinate’s Dante and AES70 — while evolving with those of tomorrow.  

 

https://products.rtsintercoms.com/na/en/dbp
http://www.rtsintercoms.com/
mailto:Guy.Low@us.bosch.com
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OMNEO offers users of all levels a professional-grade media networking solution that combines interoperability, 

unique features for easier installation, better performance and greater scalability than any other IP offering on the 

market. It provides the highest levels of audio quality and synchronization whilst ensuring the lowest levels of latency 

– all in a highly reliable, redundant and secure set up. System, installation and maintenance costs are all kept 

competitively low due to the use of standard IP and IT components, infrastructure and protocols. 

 

RTS is a committee member and driver of new standards, including SMPTE 2110, SIP, AES. RTS works with ALL 

industry-leading standards, protocols and connection types across its product portfolio: AES67 – AES70 – ST 2110 – 

VOIP – G.711 – G.722 – G.729 – Dante – 4W analog… and more.  


